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Flood risk will likely impact the 
multimodal system along our shoreline
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Islais Creek
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1. A socially and environmentally resilient neighborhood

2. Authentic and transparent public engagement during 
and beyond planning

3. A transportation system that is resilient and adaptable to 
flood risk

4. A healthy environment for residents, workers, 
and ecologies

5. A sustainable economy that benefits local residents, 
workers, and industries

Goals:
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Waterfront Resilience Program
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Shoreline History

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Understanding the history behind the formation of the Islais Creek area is critical to understand why this zone is susceptible to flooding. The areas adjacent to the north and south of the creek were created by land filling the original marsh lands at the Creek’s mouth. 
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Shoreline Assets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The City of San Francisco owns and manages several assets in the district, which are operated by multiple city agencies, including the Port, SFMTA, SFPUC, and DPW, among others. It is important that these assets are protected today and in the future, as they provide support to the city’s critical infrastructure.



Combined temporary flooding
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100-Year Storm Event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows the areas in light blue that are susceptible to a 100-year storm event, combined with the FEMA maps (Federal Emergency Management Agency) of coastal areas at risk of flooding due to coastal surge events.
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2018 Rain Event + High Tide
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2018 Rain Event + High Tide



Combined temporary flooding
Sea level rise inundation
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Mid-Century Flood Risk = 65”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this study, the team is working with 2 main SLR projections; one for the year of 2050 and one for 2080. This maps shows the projected areas at risk of flooding in 2050, assuming 23” of sea level rise, combined with the temporary flooding of a 100-year storm (42”)



Combined temporary flooding
Sea level rise inundation
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2080 Flood Risk = 94”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This maps shows the projected areas at risk of flooding in 2080, assuming 52” of sea level rise, combined with the temporary flooding of a 100-year storm (42”). As the flood area increases, city assets and private businesses get further compromised.
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Shoreline Adaptation Toolkit
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Shoreline Adaptation Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To address the protection for the district, the Islais team is proposing a series of adaptation strategies for the shoreline. The adaptation strategies range from a series of nature-based to engineered and event-based strategies, and they were prioritized based on the community goals established. The implementation of these strategies will occur over time and be coordinated using “adaptation pathways”, a method in which the strategies are sequenced to allow for progressive protection, while optimizing benefits based on their geography.



Healthy Environment
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Community Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following slides will show a breakdown of the proposed strategies based on the community goals: a healthy environment, robust transportation, and a thriving economy. They were developed with the community and social equity and governance goals in mind.The strategies presented today are the ones that we think are more meaningful to you. The complete set of strategies will be available later in the format of a technical report document with more details, as these strategies get refined.For the healthy environment, the strategies followed the goal of pursuing a nature-based solution as much as possible in order to deliver the level of desired protection.Ecological enhancements are being proposed along the shoreline and in the creek area to ensure that the ecologies of these systems are protected and sustained. These ecological enhancements include expansion of wetlands and open space, and the insertion of eel grass beds and oyster reefs in key locations. The plan is supported by adding green streets to help with the stormwater management. 



Robust transportation
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Community Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The transportation strategies include an enhanced Blue Greenway trail along Illinois St and Cargo Way, with additional connections to Warm Water Cove and Heron’s Head Park. These enhancements will be paired with safe pedestrian and bicycle crossings to facilitate waterfront access for all. The bridges at the creek will be replaced, ensuring protection during flooding. Transit facilities will also be protected to ensure service without delays or disruption. In addition, other streets such as Evans St will be improved to ensure further connectivity between the East and West. That will provide alternative ways of movement that don’t depend on the crossings of the bridges, making the entire district more accessible.



Sustainable economy
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Community Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vision for a strong and sustainable economy for the district is based on strategies to ensure that the industrial, PDR (Production, Distribution, & Repair), and maritime jobs are protected and enhanced. The strategies are a combination of physical improvements to ensure shoreline protection of the Port assets, paired with policies related to future job training, and adaptation for future commerce, and industries.



Photo courtesy of the Port of San Francisco

Next Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes




May 2021

• Adaptation Strategies & Pathways

o Asset Scale

o District Scale

• Engagement

 CBO Meetings

 Stakeholder Circle-Back Event

 Commission & Board Hearings

• Economic Analysis

• Implementation & Financing Strategy

2019⎼April 2021

• Existing Conditions Analysis

• Combined Flood Model

• Key Assets Selection

• Engagement
 3 In-Person Workshops
 I Am Islais Campaign
 Community Vision & Goals
 Walking Tour
 Y-Plan Youth Engagement
 CBO Meetings

• Adaptation (Exploratory) Scenarios

June 2021

• Final Materials

o Incorporate 
Comments

o Final report
to Caltrans

Multi-Agency Coordination & Integration

Project Timeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project timeline shows the work done to date, where we are in the process, and next steps. Islais Creek started in 2019 and 3 workshops were held until early 2020. These workshops defined the goals and mapped the interests and concerns of the CalTrans extension is still an aggressive schedule and does not include additional funding—Port add service confirmed this weekInter-agency coordination more critical than everGraphic to illustrate what ICSMAS does and does not produce (see slide 5)ICSMAS Methodology / SOWPreferred Alternative, set of opportunitiesSea Level Rise Projection – OneCalifornia OPC Guidance: 1:200 Chance2050 and 2080 projectionsPlus joint modeling with coastal flood scenarios + inland/precipitation-based flooding District Scale [2050–2080] = longer-term opportunities to inform near- AND immediate--term investmentsCommunity engagement is still challenging in COVID + multiple City efforts; Community/public package is not complete CalTrans package—confirmIslais Creek Work PlanMarchEdit district & asset pathways and graphics to reflect City feedback [AECOM]Continue to vet materials internally as needed [Port, SFMTA, PUC?]Revise text as needed for inreach & public [City]Coordinate engagement strategy and sequence of public outreach with Port WRP, MTA, other (?) communications staff [Port]Prepare public engagement materials [Planning w Port engage team]AprilNotice & Conduct public engagementCoordinate BOS engagement with City team liaisonsApril/MayImplementation and FinancingEconomic Impact AnalysisCommission & Boards prep & presentationsJuneWrap up CalTrans submission
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